Verbal and nonverbal auditory processing among left- and right-handed good readers and reading-disabled children.
Cerebral lateralization of left- and right-handed good readers and left- and right-handed reading disabled was examined with a sample of 60 children who ranged in age from 7-13 years via a dichotic selective attention task (free recall, directed left, directed right) using consonant-vowel (CV) and tonal stimuli. Several ANOVAs were conducted to evaluate gender, reader group, handedness, and stimuli effects of left- and right-ear reports across dichotic conditions. Results indicated males outperformed females across stimuli and conditions regardless of handedness and all subjects recalled more tonal stimuli than CV stimuli. More importantly, the expected REA (left hemisphere processing) was found for CV stimuli only by right-handed good readers across all three dichotic conditions. The left-handed good readers and left-handed reading-disabled children were left ear (LE) dominant in free recall and in the directed left condition, but were right ear (RE) dominant in the directed right condition. Conversely, right-handed reading-disabled children produced a REA during free recall and directed right conditions, but were LE dominant in the directed left condition. In contrast, a significant LEA (right hemisphere processing) was found for tonal stimuli across all dichotic conditions for all four groups. These findings lend support to the hypothesis that attentional factors have a greater influence on auditory processing of verbal than nonverbal stimuli for various groups of children and also suggest reversed or bilateralized processing abilities for language in strongly left-handed children with sinistral relatives.